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EfFects of plasma physics on capsule implosions in
gas-filled hohlraums

E L Lindman, N Delamater, G Magelssen, A Hauer

Ins Alamos National Laboratory, k Alarms, NM 87545 USA

Abstract. Initial experiments on capsule Implosions in g-filled holdraums have
been carried out on the NOVA Lruw at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory.
Observed capsule shapes from prelimirwy experiments are more oblate than pre-
dicted. Improvements in modeling required to calculate these experiments and
additional experimmts are being pursued.

1. Introduction

Capsukimplosion symmetry experiments in gas-filled hohlraums at NOVA are needed
to support proposed ignition targets for the National Ignition Facility which are gas-

filled to suppress spot motion and help control symmetry. In unlined gold hohlraums
the region of the wall heated by the laser (laser hot spot) moves substantially. When ~,his

motion h excessive, it interferes with the achievement of the required capsule-irradiation

symmetry. This motion can be mntrolled by placing a thin plastic liner on the inner
surface of the hohlraum or by filling it with gas. The plastic liner reduces the wall motion
but generates a preswre spike on the axis which destroys the symmetry of the capsule

implosion through hydro coupling.
GANled hohlraurns are currently preferred because gas fill reduuw the wall motion

and avoids the hydrcxoup!ing asymmetries. Design calculations suggest that the desired
results m be achieved with 1 mg/cm3 of helium or an equivalent equimohr mixture of
helium and hydrogen. When ‘Idly ionized thie initial gas fill has an electron density of

n~ = 0.033 n~~:. Subsequent motion of the walls and capsuie ablater raise the electron
density in some regions to values approaching quarter critical.

2. NOVA Experiments

The capsule-implosion-symmetry experiments were carried out in scale-l hohlraums with
standard Capsuh% A scale-l hohlraum has a diameter of 1650 pm and lengths be-
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twe.en2100 and 2800 pm. The laser entrmu holes (LEH) at the ends of the cylindrid
hohlraurn have diametcra of 75% of the hohlraurn diameter. The hohlraums were unlined
and filled with 1 atm of either neopentane, propane or methane held in by a 0.6pm thick
Mylar window. Hoblraurns with lengths between 231)0 and 2700 pm were used with laser
pointing from 1125 to 1325 pm such that the hwer beams entered at the cxmter of the
LEH’s.

A “standard” capsule haa u inner radius of ‘220pm and a total wall thickness of 55
pm made up of an inner layer of polj-stymne of thickness 3.5 pm, an intermediate layer
of PVA of thickness 2.5 pm and an outer layer of CH of thickness 49 pm. 28.5 kJ wu
delivered to the target using “pulse shape 22” which cxmsist- of 1.a ns fmt followed by
1 m main pulse with a umtr=t ratio betw=n two and three.

The targets that have been shot are shown in Table 1. The 20 pm thick “symcap”
included in Table 1 was F thinner-walled capsule designed to implode faster and thus
sample the earlier part of the pulse. It performed as expected. - .

Table 1: Capsule-shell thicknesses in a gas-fll-vs-pointing array for shots that have been
ccmpleted.

Ga~
at

1 atln.

~entane
C5H12

Propane
CJ-1*.—

Methane
CH4

N-pentane Capsule Capsule
n~/nC P pr. (atm) at 1125 pm at 1225 pm

m~/cc at same p pointing pointing

I
55 pm

0.126 3.2 1.0 55 urn 55 urn

0.077 2.0 0.62 ! 55 pm 20 pm

0,030 0.72 0.22 55 pm

Capsule
at 1325 pm

pointing

55 pm

3. Data and analysis

A typical sequence of images seen by the gated-X-ray-imaging camera is shown in Fig. ].
Time goes from right to left, and the images are separated by about 65 ps. An expanded
view of the brightest image at peak compression i~ shown, and tbe half-intensity contour

used to calculate its eccentricity is drawn in. The cylindrical axis is horizontal and the
eccentricity is defined aa the length of the vertical uemi-majm axis divided by that of tbe

horizontal aern.i-major axis. Using this definition, oblate spheroids (‘pancakes”) have an
eccentricity greater than 1, and prolate spheroids (Usausagesn ) have an eccentricity less
than 1. This image haa a calculated eccentriaty of 1.52.

Experimental and calculated eccentricities are compared in Tabie 2. The calcula-
tions are 2-D cylindrical and include self-consistently tbe laser deposition, the dynamics
of the window that holds the g~ in the boblraum, tbe gaa itself and the wall of the
hohlraum na well aa tbe capsule implosion. Tbe energy was deposited using only inverse
brernstrahlung for absorption, und no mattering mechanisms were included, The lack
of a umsistent trend in the experimental data with either pointing or gaa density Bug-

,
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Figure 1: Gated x-ray images of a capsule imp!oded in propane.

gests that additional experiments with improved procedures and/or diagnostics should
be pum’ed.

Tht disagreement of the calculated ecccatricitiea with the experimental values is,
however, persistent and large enough to suggest that a discrepancy exists between mod-

eiing and experiment. A value of ~, = 0.05 was used for tile electron thermal-flux limiter

in these calculations. This choice haa been used successfully in the modeling of implosion
symmetry in evacuated hoMraums [1]. Since the value of the electron thermal-flux limiter
has been chosen in the past to obtain better agreement between theory and experiment,
its change is a reasonable thing to try to improve the agreement here.

Table 2: Comparison of observed eccentricities with those calculated with an electron

flux limiter of ~. = 0.05 and with enhanced electron thermal conductivity in parenthesis.

Gi9
at

1 atm.

N-pent me
C5H]Z

Propane
C3Ha

Methane
CH4

Vacuum
No window

Eccentricities at Eccentricities at Eccentricities at

1125 pm pointing 1225 pm pointing 1325 pm pointing

Exp. Them. Exp. Theor. Exp. Theor.

2.2 0.75 (1.2U) 2.2 1.6 (1.8) 2.9 (2.4)
—

(
1.5 0.72 (0.93)

2.1 0.61 (0.92)

0.59 I 0.67 II I II I

Conaecwently, a series of calculations of the propane experiment was carried out in.
which the flux l;~ter was varied betwen 0.005 and 1.0, A ccmistent trend was obtained
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in which the ecantricity rose in value as the flux limiter approached 1. Unfortunately the
larget value approached but did not agree with experiment. Sinu the trend w= in the
right direction, ao additional incr- in thermal conduction w= included by i i ;rming
the diffusicn coefficient by a fwtor of three. Again the calculation moved closer to the
experimental values but agreement was not obtained.

The computed eccentncitiea obtained with a flux limiter of 1.0 and a factor of three
enhancement of the diffusion coefficient are given in parenthesis in Table 2. A decrease
in the discrepancy is obtained for the o!her cases aa well, but the agreement is still not
good.

4. Conclusions

With data from only seven shots, it may be premature to attempt to draw ~-iy con-

clusions. Additional expenmu ntal data is r~quired md is currently )e~rig pursued. If
the discrepancy between theory and experiment, rem in the data shown here, is sup
ported by additional experiments, some changes in the modeling may be required. The
inclusion of non-local thermal conduction models [2] may help. But other mechanisms,
which redistribute the energy in the hohlraum, should be amsidered as well. Anomalous

absorption which de~its the energ near the LEH is an example. Since only 100 J
out of 28 kJ areseen experimentallyin hot electrons, howeve~, such mechanisms may be
unimportant.

Stimulated Brillouin scatter over a range of angles is soother possibility. Energy
scattered into a backward cone would remain near the LEH and subsequent transport
by thermal conduction or x-rays would make the imploded capsule more ‘pancake.”
Approximately 4% of the incident energy is st.~}.terd back into the lwer optics for each
beam in these experiments. The solid ~gle of one of the f4 b~ms is approximately .05
steradiam. The additional solid angle in which the energy could scatter (4T steradians)
is thus 260 times the backscatter solid angle Sattering into 4m at an average intensity
of 1/10th the backscatter intensity would remove a significant fraction of the beam.
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